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were sorted and mounted for study. A guide chart was then or-
ganized to show factors one should consider when buying canned
goods. The chart included the following items: size of can,
brand names, statements of quality given on labels, style of pack,
amount of food in the can, color of product, sweetness of syrup,
sizes of pieces, source of commodity, suggested uses, comparative
costs, and lining of cans to prevent discoloration.
The cans that best illustrated the factors listed were selected
and mounted on the labeled charts. These were used in class to
make comparisons between brands, and later were placed in hall-
way exhibit cases for pupils of the school to study. Later the
exhibit was shown at the Parent-Teacher group meetings.3
Although such a unit of experience is valuable, what the
pupils learn from it is increased many times if it is accom-
panied by day-by-day buying and if comparisons are made
among different kinds of products which the pupils buy and
use at home and in school. For example, the ability to figure
costs, which is developed in the actual buying of foods for
school lessons when the pupils" are responsible for checking
and weighing the foods after-buying, is accompanied by other
consumer-learning.
The examples given illustrate judgment values which may
develop through the experiences discussed. If the teacher
keeps in close touch with ecoridmic changes which occur con-
stantly, and with the strains which are placed upon children
and their families, new experiences will arise. For example,
when taxes and living costs increase, a boy might become in-
terested in figuring how he could lessen the financial strain
in his family. The teacher knows that he is learning also how
to cooperate and assume responsibility.
Magazine articles, bulletins for popular reading, line graphs
from papers showing economic trends, advertisements, and
books of fiction motivate interest and thinking.
8 Elizabeth S. McGovem, "A Unit of Study in Consumer Education/'
taught m Scfcools 15 and 20, Peterson, N. J. (mimeographed).

